Student Opinion Survey Comments about Parking

I'm not comfortable parking in the reservoir because I see broken glass all over the parking lot every day- someone is breaking into the cars.

Please build another car entrance to the main parking lot of Phelan campus.

Please resist Fort Mason from charging for parking for students there. They should be given a special pass. We can't always carry our supplies on the Bus.

Something has to be done about the parking lot and cross walks. Students who drive, don't see or slow down for the students using the cross walks. I have almost been hit by a car three different times. A student was just hit last week on ocean. Please do something for student's safety.

I have only taken a couple classes at CCSF. It's been easy to park, and the campus is laid out so I can get to my class safely and with ease. My teachers have been awesome. I wish more students contributed to class discussions and actually read the material

All students whom work as staff whether part-time or full-time should also pay for their shares of parking fee as well as the full time staff to cover part of shortfall on funding from state. Also, after seeing the performance the staff in registration and bookstore that made me believe once I was told that you have to know someone whom work there before any posting for vacancy and in order to get an interview or consideration of your resume which make me wondering this survey could be a joke as well.

Charging a day or hourly parking fee would be disastrous, A reasonable semester fee would be acceptable.

parking area is finally done, it's about time, just open the other entrance/exit of the parking lot

Constant security presence in the reservoir parking is a must!

The library is great. Staff is great. The conference room NEEDS more construction. The parking is great. There seems to be a level of difficulty in establishing interpersonal relationships on campus though. I wish there were more information on this, or maybe even have more activities to encourage friendship groups and study group. I know we are in a university, but some of us are high school transfers who are having a hard time coping, especially if you are like me, AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

It's great having a community college as accessible and affordable as City College! Please consider selling parking permits to part-time students attending evening classes for only half a semester at the Ocean/Phelan campus. It would offer a welcome alternative to buying the permit at the parking area.

This Fall semester was the first one in which I did not receive any financial aid. Because of this, I was not able to pay my tuition in a timely manner and was not able to obtain a student parking permit. This has made it difficult for me to get to my classes on time since I frequently have difficulty in finding a place to park.
CCSF is not really an easy school to attend in that things are difficult to find and do, such as bureaucratic happenings. Online courses are almost impossible, as most teachers do not answer mail. Face to face, professors are excellent. There is no parking & the class size is overbooked. I know it's not your fault, though- budget cuts.

I went to Boston University as a Human Physiology Pre-Med Major for two years. BU is considered a high level university, and yet I am much more impressed with the education I am receiving here. The professors are very knowledgeable and very accessible. I have recommended it to several friends.

CCSF is a great place. I am a Master of Science that started at CCSF. I regularly take classes there now for fun and I recommended it to my friends all the time. Parking at all CCSF campuses, like everywhere else in the City, could use some improvements.

City College is a valuable institution that has been a great help to me. The only complaint I would have is the parking situation. Hopefully this will be fixed with the new construction.

City College is a very nice community college to attend with some very good teachers. The staff has generally been very kind and helpful. The only problem that I can see is probably the difficulty many other students are having with parking and the availability of certain courses such as English 40 and other high level classes. Understandably, the number of available courses have shrunk due to budget cuts, but it would be nice to have more than only several choices. Thank you for your time.

I love CCSF. It's the best deal in town. But a few things are unbelievable, such as the first lower student parking lot. It is for student parking and class starts at 9 am. But you can't park there until 10:30 am and there are no signs at the ticket machines. The price goes from $1 to $36 after a $35 parking ticket. It's outrageous. Change the hours to am to midnight. It's not fair.

My experience at CCSF has been pleasant. It's just that parking is terrible. The construction across the street causes traffic and makes me late for class every time. I'm sure this matter will be addressed soon but for now it's just inconvenient.

The teachers should let the students be a little more independent and not babysit them like high school students. Many adults have family and work along with school. Being marked late (which will affect your grade) for a 3 mins. Because of horrible parking and work issues is just so high school level.